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Abstract
A desig method is presented for the analysis and synthesis of ro-
bust nonhear control for chemical engineering system. The
method rigorously treats the effect of unmewed disturbane and
umodeled dynamics on the stabilty and perae properties of
a nonlinear system. The reuts utiie new extensions of structured
singuar value theory for analysis and recent synthesi resuits for
appraxmate linearization.

1 Introduction
There has been consierable intert in the application of differen-
tial geometry to the control of nonlinear proes systens over the
past five years. The inherently nolir nature of chemical pro-
cer dynamics and the pathological behavior which can evolve from
these systems has motivated the application of these techniques to
proces control. Two of the more popular approaches, state li-
earization and input-output lineaization, have received consider-
able attention. With a few notable exceptios (11, the isues of
unmeasured disturbances and uniodeled dynamics in these frame-
works have not been properly emphasized. In this paper we propose
a general methodology to address thes issues.
The analysis tools employed in this reserch are extensions of the

structured singular value (SSV) to nonlinear system [3(3[10]. Uti-
lizing the conic sector approximation of a nonlinear operator, it is
possible to represent a nonlinear system as a nominal LTI plant
perturbed by a bounded nonlinear operator. The SSV resuls for
nolinear perturbatons are only sufficient and thus conservaive.
Therefore, the primary objective in this design scheme is the mini-
mization of the size of the noear perturbations. This is accom-
plshed by two mean. First, the nonlnear nature of the plant is
minimized by means of approximate linearization via state trans-
formation and feedback (9]. Second, a tight characterization of the
resultant nonlinearity is achieved with an optimization progran.
Thus, we arrive at a nearly linear" plant description which can
then be handled with standard robust linear control theory.
The usual Euclidean norm or 2-norm will be used to caculate

the norm of vectors in C or W'. For vector signals e(t) this norm
is defined to be: I_eIIt - J.OCe(t)e(q)d. The operator norm
induced by the 2-norm is:

sup =)sup )=(GIIG))
100 11 I
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(1)

where C is tbe ce of functions with bounded 2-norm This is
also the operator norm iduced by the power norm defined to be
It)11' - liMnr...ec ft. *eTQ)e(tWt. The Frobenius norm for ma-

trices in C"x" is given by IIAIIp = [s lEIai12' +. The superscript
,otation, f)((), will be used to represent a polynomial function of

order p in the argument.

2 Feedback Linearization
The general problem focuse on control-linear systems of the form:

=f(z) +$z)u+ d(r,t) (2)

'MAinb to whom compommc sbould be Mcktmsdk
mOixmc-to&e&a, (818)36-4186

where zE r ,u R and dEW. Here, d(z, )mayrepreentex-
tenal disturbances a well as unmodeled dynamics: the key point is
that it is unmeasured. The genral state and input transforation

Z = T(z)
u =

(3)
(4)

trazorm (2) to one of sveral form depending upon the siected

We coider here a compaison of the Glb StWe Lnaizat
fs] (GSL) technique and the Approximate Linearization (AL) devel-
oped by Krener and co-workers (, 191. Using the folowing features
as mear, the AL represents.a avsi#fcntl superior linearization
approach:

* Transforned Coordinate System

* Disturbance Effects

* Invoutivity Restrictions
* Optim a of Pcgible kansformations

These es wil now be discumd in more detail.

2.1 Tansformed Coordinate System
GSL trafrsssteme of the form (2) into the fMowg dynamcal
system.

Although the resultat nominal stak dynam are liar, they are
in Brunovsky canonical form in whih many of the states have lot
their phyical signficance. For procs systems in which the states
are typially temperatures and concetrations, the tra lned van-
abls may represent unmeasurable quantities or highly nonlinear
fimctions of the measurable variabes. Another problem with the so
called "globl techniques is the fact that the state transfornation
T(x) is ony a local diffeomorph and therefore these techniques
can only be applied oar finite region of the phm space.

AL also handes systems of the form in (2), but for convenience
we wil represnt the nominal system a a series expansion of the
term in equation (2):

i = Fz + f(2)(z) + . ..+ f(fr) +
(G+ i(l)(z) + - + j(P-)(c)) v + oCO+)(c, u) (6)

The follwring struture is imposed upon the state trasfomation:
z = a--01(c) (7)

The resutant dynamial ystm is liner in the statedynamics up
throgh order p ter:

i = Fz +Gy+[.d(z1tMnrs(z) + o'+' (z, ) (8)

This particular coice of state tranfomatio (7) and input (4)
transormation lad to first order term F and G which ar iden-
tical to the rescve ten in the fit order approsimation of the
original dynamial system ¶IdcncIy, we = that the new van-
abshI have pth-order contact with the orinal variabls r. This is
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contrasted with the GSL in which te tranformed coordinates have
only zero order contact with the onal vriables (higher derin-
tives do not match). The implicions for cotrol design are obvi-
ous. We can calculate optimal linear controlers for the firt order
approximation of our original system and apply them directly to
the AL system. For the GSL approach, one must first translate
the deired first order dynamics in t to the new coordinate system
before the corresponding inear control law can be calculated.
2.2 Disturbance Effects
Another weakness of the GSL technique is revealed in the incorpora-
tion of disturbances and unmodeled dynamics into the transformed
coordinates. It can be seen in equation (5) that even simple linear
disturbances are transformed into potentially pathological opera-
tors in the linearized coordinate system. Simple perturbations in d
may dramaticaely effect the already criticaly stable nominal system
(open loop). This is contrasted with the AL approach in which the
transformation Jacobian matrix has zero-order terms equal to iden-
tity. The higher order -terms are simple polynomials in z. In effect,
this minimizes the "nonlinear nature of the diturbances.

2.3 Involutivity Restrictions
A resriction on the nonliear systems which admit GSL solutions is
an involutivity condition, the computation of which becomes quite
difficult for large order systems. Typical chemical engineering pro-
cess, particularly compex reactio systems, violate this constraint
[8]. In contrast, the AL approach requires only that the system
be "approximately involutive" or order-p involutive [9]. This is a
milder constraint in the sense that it alows an order p remainder
term whereas GSL requires zero remainder.
2.4 Optimization of Possible Transformation
One of the real strengths of the AL approach lies in its flexibility to
"optimize" the resultant solution. Consider the mapping from the
transformations (t,o,#) to the functions (f,g). For AL, one can
represent this mapping in terms of the polynomial coefficients of the
various polynomial functions. (A straightforward interpretation is
not possible for the GSL.) If this mapping has a non-trivial kernel,
then a parametrized family of solutions results. The parameters are
selected to minimize the "size" of a, and 0. If the magnitude of
0 is nmininized, then the mapping from z to z becomes cloer to
identity. Similarly, minimising a and fi yields a mapping from u to
v that is close to identity. Thus the linearization is accomplished
with minimal nonlinear "distortion" of the original system.

Similarly, if the map is deficient in rank, then a linearization so-
lution is not posible (i.e. the system is not p-order involutive). In
this case, one can srch over the space of solutions (f,j) which
are linearizable. An optimization is done to miinimize the distance
between (f,g) and (f, j). The reader is referred to [7] for the opti-
mization algorithm and a discussion of the relevant metrics used to
define the various sizes and distances.

In effect, the constraint in section 2.3 is removed. This wil be
demonstrated with a non-involutive example in the next section.
This systematic procedure for finding the 'closest' linearizable sys-
tem reveals the flexibility of the AL approach.
2.5 Summary
It has been shown in equations (5) and (8) how the so-called lin-
earization techniques actually result in nonlinear systenm when the
effects of disturbances and unmodeled dynamis are accounted for.
This is represented in Figure 1 where the shaded blocks are nonlinear
operators. At the center of this structure are the input transforma-
tion, nonlinear plant, and state transformation. It is clear to see
the effect of unmodeled dynamis and disturbances on the stability
of the open loop transformed system. Al represents the difference
between the true nonlinear dynamics and the assumed model. For
instance, the Quadratic Approximate Lineariation scheme (QAL),
p = 2, has a A1 term to represnt order 3 and higher effects. A2
represents the nonlinear effect of the disturbance acting through the
Jacobian of the transformation. Finally, A3 reprewnts the nonlin-
earity associated with the actual coordinate transformation itself
and its effect upon the set-point signal.
The preceding four sections have clearly enumerated the incen-

tives for using Approximate Linearization. This overall practicality

Figure 1: General Linearization Structure

motivates its use in the present design. In addition, there are ex-
tensions of this technique to system in which the outputs are non-
linear functioms of the states. Although they are not explred here,
they represent an attractive framework for pursuing input-output
linearization.

2.6 Application to a Non-Involutive System
Consider a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) in which the
following isothermal, liquid-phase chemical reactions take place:

1,2 3,4

The foUowing rate expressions hold: ri = kI1CA,r = k,Cj,rs =
k3Cj and r4 = k4Cc. Manipulation of the concentration of C
(desired output) will be accomplished by the flow rate of a feed-
back strean consisting of primarily component B which has been
separated from the aqueous solution by a drying proce. The fol-
lowing choice of physical paameters (Va1 = 3.0,Da2 = 0.5,Da3 =
1.0,2)a4 = 2.0,A. = 0.l,A4 = 0.75,A4 = 0.15) and operating point
(ufo = .5,x o = 0.33,rc = 0.79,xo = 0.21) leads to the normal-
ized dimensionless mass balances:

(-3.95 .790 0.0 .03
z = 3.0 2.994 2.0 : + .592 u

0.0 1.580 -2.925 .032

.5x \( 0.1 0.0 0.0 \(4\

+ -1.5ij + 0.0 0.75 0.0 u
.U2 } °0.0 0.0 0.15 iI

(10)

Note that this system is second order and is in control-linear form.
However, it is straightforward to show that this system is not in-
volutive. Using the MATLAB software for QAL (see Acknowledge-
ments) one sees that the following plant is in fact involutive:

(-395 .790 0.o0on
z= 3.0 2.994 2.0 i+ 1.592 u

0.0 1.580 -2.925/ .032

-.00058x,:b .4902 -.0OO56Oiic'
+ -1.54i

.O0027i,b 1.0056 .00oo2i, /

0.112 -0.012 0.027 \ (Z\

-.00039 0.750 -.00086 u
-.0052 0.011 0.138 / \i/

(11)

The remarkable closeness of the two systems is attributable to a re-
mainder term which satisfies the approximate involutivity condition
for sywtemn (11). Simulation results confirm that when the QAL for
(11) is applied to (10), the resultant closed loop exhibits ess non-
linear behavior than the origal nonlinear plant with simple linear
control [2].
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Figure 2: Geeral Framewok for SSV Analysis

3 Structured Singular Value Concepts
3.1 General Framework
We comider the sytem shown in Fiu 2 where M(s) is a linear
time invariant operator and A is anonlinear operator with the fol
loing block structure:

AA{dg[uIr ..,_,. ,. A,J} (12)

Incoporating the salng matrice, we can arive at e coen-
naive t for Robst Stabily and RobutP

RS': 1IDM22Dn1ct -Pts, (8s < 1)

RP': I1F(( %)M( D-1)IA)I Pn (9
(PRr < 1) for al A 6 BA

In 13], the motivation wa preseted for carrying out the SSV eaku-
lation in the tim domain becaue of the computational attractive-
nsof the raeslting calculation.. Consider now the dicrete map
N(z) which is calulated from M(s) with the norm-p bi-
hnear transformatio +q= j, mapping the unit disk to the right
half plae. The map is appropriately partitioned:

(:t+l NI N12, N13 z2t\
ct 1=1 N2, N2 N123 a(
Zk N31 M32 N33 W

This structure can be arrived at from any interconnection of linea
bxlok and nonlnear perturbation, A. In the diagam, the input
v represents set points, disturbances and noise, the output e repre-
sents error signals. In this fraework, the control analyis problem
focuse on two key questions: first, is the system stable for al
perturbatios in some prescribed set (robust stability); and second,
does the error remain in a desred bounded set for all perturbation.
and inputs in me appropriate sets (robust perfmnance).

Practically speaking, this approach wl be applied to plants with
input igna of bounded energy or bonded power, and the results
guarantee that the outputs are also bounded in energ or power, re-
spectively. For the clas of bounded energy signals, mild smoothnew
conditions guarantee that the signal goes to sero asymptotically. It
sol be noted that the clam of input sigals can be bradened
by the incluion of weight which are incorporated into the nominal
plant M. This can be used, for example, to inclde psn the input
clas. Similary, the output sgnals can be weighted to incor ae
performance crtenria.
3.2 Stability and Performance Results
In this section, the reslts of [3] are briefly Consider
again Figure 2 and an appropriate partitioning of M:

(13)

Connecting the loop betn z and w yiekls the linea fractional
transformation (LFT) representation for the overall operato GA,:

e = Fe(M, A)WzfMh1 + Mh2A(I- M=Af'M2]v (14)
Since it is required that the nonlinearities are conic setor bounded,
it is without km of generality that A is resricted to the clas of
bounded operators:

BA := {A E AJA 6 Cone(O,, I)} (15)
We forgo formally defining a cone until the next section, it suffices to
say that the operators in this clam have wel-behaved bounded prop-
erties. The smal gain theorem can be used to arrive at sufficient
conditios for robust stability and performance (RS) and (RP):

RS: 1IMnmtca-= s (Pts<< 1) (16)
RP: JIFi(M,A)11o= iap (PaR < 1) fal E BA

These conservative conditions can be improved by the introduction
of constant scaling matrice which commute with the perturbation
block. £ In this context, commutivity is defined to be:

IDD-ADlco <U1411 (17)

For ine uncertainty structure given in equation (12), one appropri-
ate structured coimuting set is:

where w,o = A(k, z&) and for each k, A is an eklemnt of the pre
scrbed uncertainty st BA. Now a coordinate transformation, T,
is introduced as a saling on the state vwariables. In an u
manner to the comnwting D scaks, the cordinate t
reduce the vatism of'the time donuain resut.

Thaeorem (Robust Performance) Gns as system N and
W*ek strcture A. Ssppse A w inside Cou4(O,l,I). if there re
appropritell partitione codssts-stcan metrics T sad D suk

/T O oX T1 0 \
0 1I N 0 1 0 <IR<

70 D 0 O D-

totPc olcsx

( +1N) INll 2 N113 ) &
ek ~ N2 N22 x vt

Zk J N3 N3, Ns/\w

Wh = AO( za)

us zero-inpt LZontt l sicklex if zo = 0 .td {uv}j E 4,
tiea Belle, S P114k.
Prof See [If

3.3 State Bounded Result
For this study, it is neesary toimpe bounds on the satevariabes
to guantee the invertibilit of the liearizing trantormatks a
well s to facitate the cculati of conic scto bounds. The
region wil consist of a scaed unit hyperaphere which becomes a
hyperelipsoid in the original variable.
The SW yields performance reslts with the norm of an error

sigal being boded by a norm on the input sinal. If we select as
an error sigal: ,, the sald states, then we ca cackulate - upper
bound for rz as a function of the inputs and the initial conditions.
This particular value of the SSV will be denoted-i4a:

Theorem 1 ad {ut}a 6 4 * l1z.111 PBs i,vil+ lpioll
Here o = Tzo represents the transormed states of the closed loop
systea order to consder on the oignal states of plant, a

corection mt be made for the tranoan T. If he initi
cotroller states are chen to be zero, then the tradeoff betwee
the effect of initial condit and input ma isn by the
ellipse:

11z.112 < 4ssIShie + i2(t)roBj,C1 I (21)
D- A (diD. d..., dnIt,,)

ID CCr.xi ia invertibl dd $0)
(18) The spati reslt follow dectly from thi temporal m bound

and the fact that at a given k, IfZ.sAl2 <E1IfIljjI = Ijk,,I.
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4 Conic Sector Bounded Nonlinearities
4.1 General Description
In this section, the clas of nonlnear operatos which are to be
considered is formially defined. It is required that the operator y =
N(z) be inside a conic sector or cone as defined by:

Cone(C, R, S)-{(nz p)|Y = Cc + SA(Rz), IIA(z)11 11II1) (22)

For y E , z Er and a square A structure of size d, then S E
Pxd, R E rxn and C E Pxn. A simpler definition of a cone is
given for the case where S = I:

Cone(C,R,I){(r,y) IIIy- CZ|1 < 1RIIRl} (23)

In simplest terms, the cone center C represents the best linear ap-
proximation of the nnlinear operator over the range of interest.
The radii R and S give some measure of the error associated with
this represntation. A key point to note is that the Cone(C,R,S)
contains many different operators, some of which may be consider-
ably more pathological than the origal nonlinear operator.

In ternu of LETs, the conic sector has a convenient representation
which lends itself naturally to SSV analysis:

Cone(C,R,S) = F,(M,A) where ,= (S R) (24)

and A is inside the Cone(0,I,I). This shows quite clearly how the
nominal plant Cz is perturbed via the terms R and S. A mini-
mization of these two factors yields the least "uncertain" or most
linear system. The term R accounts for the interactions between
the inputs to the operator and the term S takes into account the
coupling between the outputs of the system. For example, a per-
fectly diagonal map such as yi = fi(r) for i = l,p can be described
by a cone with a diagonal R term and a diagonal A structure with p
uncertain gains (the diagonal S term can be absorbed through the
A block into the R term).
4.2 Optimal Cones
The objective of a minimally conervative paradigm is to reduce
the effect of the SAIR term in the conic sector description of our
nonlinear plant. This is determined by two factors:

* The overall magnitude of R and S

* The complexity of the A structure

The balancing of these two factors to yield the leat conservative
SSV caakulation is a formidable task, involving an elaborate iterative
scheme. A simple algorithm is proposed here to arrive at a sub-
optimal solution to this problem (though not necessarily the global
optimum).

In general, the maximum (senLsible) A is a diagonal matrix con-
taining np independent gains. This mumes completely indepen-
dent gains for each input-output matching in the mapping of N.
At the other extreme, the simplest nonlinear operator could be de-
scribed with a single uncertain gain. This is true in the conic sector
representation for the dynamics of a simple CSTR [3]. Simpler A
structures are more attractive from a computational perspective,
and in fact the SSV is equal to its computable upper bound for
some simple structures in the case where A is linear (but possibly
time-varying) (11].

For a fixed A structure, a simple geometric argument will be
made for the definition of a minimally conservative cone. Consider
the case of a scalar nonlinear operator (S = 1). In the table below
is shown the geometric interpretation of various conic sectors. In
order to minimize the region inside the cone, one can minimise the
hyperdimensional angle (or sum of such quantities) which define the
region. It can be shown that this is equivalent to a minimization of
the Frobenius norm of the matrix R. This result can also be derived
from the fact that the Frobenius norm is an upper bound for the
infinity norm. Using the conic sctor definition (22) we get:

IISA(Rr)11 < ISII1IA(Rz)1C< IISIII1 < IS1JFhJR1JF (25)
11X112 - :11J2 11452 -

Conic Sector Regions
d In Regioim '~-
I 1 2 Fla Slics
1 21| 2 Infinitely Deep Slices I
2 2 2 Square Baed Pyramiids

Table 1
Three possibly distinct solutions to the conic sector ninimiza-

tion problem can be envisioned corresponding to three A structures.
The Feasibl solution minimizes the Frobenius norm of the smalest
A structure which can envelop the nonlimear operator. The Fill
solution minimizes the Frobenius norm of the largest sensible A
structure (np independent gains). As the size of the A structure
increases, the Frobenius norm must necessarily decrease (i.e. the
smaler Feasible structures are all subsets of a larger structure). As
these are the limiting cases, the Global Optimalsolution, which min-
imizes the upper bound on the SSV must lie between them. The
tradeoff between simple A structure and small Frobenius norm is
balanced at this point.

4.3 Numerical Calculations
A nonlinear program (NLP) is set up to calculate the solution which
rminimiz the Frobenius norm for a given A structure. The pro-
gram requires q data points consisting of an input vector z and
corresponding output vector p. As [rost of the nonlinearities for
this study are monotonic and constrained to a finite region in z, it
was often sufficient to calculate the data points along the boundary
of the hyper-ellipsoid. The genal scheme of the the NLP is to
minimze the Frobenius norm with the constraint that the data lie
inside the calculated conic sector. Obviously, the larger the value
of q, the more accurate the calculated conic sector and the greater
the computational complexity of the NLP. For the case where the d
sub-blocks of A are scalar, the NLP can be written:

MiMt q

£7-i1 clisz + S1(sti(si=1 RiuTik) E'k] = Y1k

k = 1,q MIV1CGrk + -=1 [s,i (r'=1 Run) =n]=
l6itI <1l

16*1 <1
where {(yti..ypp),(zu1i..z. } are the given data points (i =
I, q)- The toal number of variables is ( +dn+dp+ pn+dq) and the
tol number of ontraintsis (1+pq +dq). It isimportant to note
that the above algorithm can be used to find the linear bounds on an
arbitrary polynomial approimation (cone center) to the nonlinear
function. The additional variabes introduced appear linearly in the
constraint equations (i.e. y = Cz+C2 +...). This approachwill
be used in conjunction with the QAL scheme.

5 Application to a Nonlinear CSTR
5.1 CSTR Model
The mass and energy balances for a CSTR with first order, irre-
versible, exothermic kinetics (A B) are give by:

it = ft = -it -zio + Da(1 -i1 - z1o)e l+(Ij+snltv
i2 = f-6u+d=-i-2o--(ii+uO)+d

+BZa(l - i -atlo)el+ '.A1w -B(i2 +zo)
(26)

(using the dinsioness quantities defined in the nomenclature).
This simple model has two state variables (reactant concentration,
reactor temperature). The control problem focues on the SISO
regulation of the reactor temperature by manipulating the cool-
ing water temperature while subjected to disturbances in the feed
stream temperature. The values of the dimensionless parameter
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are [1]: Da = 0.072,B = 8,$ = 0.3,y = 20and x =O.0. These
conditions lead to multiple steady states and operation is chosen at
the untable point: (uo = -0O2O,:zj = 0.5, z:X = 3.03).
5.2 Linearizing Transformations and Uncer-

tainty Description
We consider three cntroller sthesis techniques (GSL, QAL and
simple lnear (P, P1)) as well - 2 disturbance clases (bounded
energy and step). The reslts are extensively documented in [2].
The GSL resuls have been publised elsewhere [1],[41, we merely
summarise here. The state and input transformatio:

21 = Ti() = x - Xi*

Z2 T=(z)= Jj(z1-zo)
a(z) = <C2, f>

8(x) = <d2.t > -I (27)

yield, in transformed coordinates, the dynamical system:

/0
i=(° l)Z+ (°)v ) (28)

It is clear tosee the constrints imposed by inverting T2(s) in equa-
ti -(27). For general problems, this inheent limitation restricts
the application of ate ineariaion tecniques to local region in
the phase space. For the purpose of this study, we comider the
regio of inert to be the interior of the ellipse:

Z? + 4 =1

for QAL. This corresponds roughy to a circle of radius 0.1 in the z
domain for GSL.

For the QAL, it is necessary to calculate a nominal quadratic
plant. Using the NLP desci-bed in the prvious swcti, it is found
that the secd order plant with -the tightest coi setor over the
region of interest (equation (29)) is given by:

1= -2&i + .381*2 + . I20*f - .781i,* + .1274
2 = -8it + 1.7"2 + .320 - 6.091i* + 1.024I + 0.36 (0)

The uncertainty is characterized by a single uncertain gain with
radii: S = ( 1 8 )T, R = ( 0 00067).This can be compared with
the tightest conic sector associated with a finrt order approxmation
of the onlinear plant:

(31)

and itsaioiated uncertaintyrii: S = ( 8)T,R=(O 0.104).
Using the objective in our NLP a measure, the quadratic approx-
knation reduces the nonlnear uncrtainty by a factor of 15. The
scnd order system in equation (30) yields an exat quaratic lin-
earization with the folowing state and input transformations:

zi=Ti(z) = si -0.73T
z2 = T2te) = Z2 +&9320*? --3.47515,6, + 0.332

a(s) = -1.3304? - 4.9235*1*2 +0.93114
26(v) = -3.4751*, +0.666T2

(29)

the disturbace. This bock is optimaly mDdeled with two uncer-
tain nonlinear ains. The QAL technique requires an uncertainty
block for both the nonlinear disturbance effect and the plant mod-
eng error. In thi ca, the optimal uncertainty description has
three nonlinear gi. Finally, the simple lie control approach
requires a single uncertain gin to represent the error inherent in the
first order approximation. The structure of the varos uncertainty
blocks and the magntude of their radii are listed in the tae below.
It shold be pointed out that conclusions about the various cmeme
based on these data alone should be dawn celly. The sceme
represnt rather different coordinate systems a well as uncertainty
structures.

Umunt D.UncetinyDescriptions
Method A st- I I-SUD
GSL VJh) 0.29

QAL (Oh2 01 0.61 -

LinearI ( I1°10
Table 2

5.3 Analysis of Stability Properties
We restrict our attention in this paper to a partiular performance
criterion - namely the bounding of the sates while the plat is sub-
jected to -two classes of disturbanes. In the first cm, we consider
bounded inputs of bounded energy (e.g. decaying snoi). In
the second case, we conider the dan of inputs of bounded energy
ped through the filter L (e.g. steps).
5.3.1 Bounded Energy Disturbances
In this cme it is sufficient to consider simple proportion control
in the outer loop of Figure 1. No integral action is required fX
feed temperature disturbances of bounded energy to guarantee xero
offset. The controller gains [135,2.12] a found in [1J are used for the
GSL, and the gain [-16.9,6.23] yield the same clwd loop pols
br the QAL (and the simple linear approach). To smpl our
compariso, we alow all three systems to have the same ckmd loop
dynamics in the trusformed vaiabls. A more realatic onpauio
might involve calculating a controler to give the me dynamics in
the original variables but as we have - (sec. 2.1) tis is not easly
done for the GSL.
The analysis prcedure involves varying the magnude of d and

calctng a c value of Bs. Then we an we equa-
tion (21) to cdulate a bond on the initial este. For therneral
robut perfomance problem, one can us- this approach to cau-
late the tradeoff betwee initial condition and input magitude ef.
fects on the computed performance guarantee. For the stae bound
problem, the tradeoff curves are plotted m Figure 3. Recal that
this approach yields sufficient results, so thecn in this diagram
represent a kower bound on the tolrable disturbance and inital
condition magnitudes which give rise to bounded state. An addi-
tional point isgiven in the diagram to show an actual simulaion
in whkh the states escape the bound in (29). This represents an
upper bound on the tolerbl disturbance magnitude (zero initial
condition) and the poximity of the point along the y-axis shows
the promise of this tehique.

In Figure 4, we depict the various state bounds - they are
mapped into the tru SI - :2 coordinate system. A expecd,
the QAL contour shows minial deformation of the original ellipse
m compared to the GSL contour. It is evident frm this figur that
a precise comparison of the result is not poeible. Each resut gua-
antees stabity over a dfferent rgn in the phase sc Incuded
in this diagran is the phme portrait of the reponse of the smpe
linear system to the input disturbance 0.3 e-lt uin(.5t). The re-
sponse of the QAL and GSL are virtually identical to the depicted
response for this input. This indicats that Table 2 is a reasn-
able measr of the conservatism iherent in analyzing the three
approaches in the SSV framework.
5.3.2 Step Inputs
The above procedure is repeated for ptent step disturbanes
with PI control in the outer loop for aysymptotic tracking. The

(32)

In the transformed coordinates we have the same linear approxma-
tion:

(-2 0.3808 (o\ [2 (0M +AP (3
\-8 1.7467)Z 0.3) cldx (33)

where the Jacobian is calculated fom equaio (32). The quadratic
trandormation is also invertible over the region defined in equation
(29). The other term in this equation, AP, accounts for both the
error in appraoxmting the nonlinear plant by a second order system
and also for the order 3 and higher terms inberent in the QAL.

In summary for the disturbance problem, the GSL scheme re-

quires a single uncertainty block to represent the -nonlinear effect of
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controller gains are 14.93,3.93] for the GSL and the error in z1 is
integrated with r1 = 0.422. For the QAL (and linear) schemes, the
gains which yield the same closed loop pole are [-17.27, 12.251 and
r; = 0.0482. The GSL approach suffers from the weaknes that only
z1 represents a physically meaningful quantity to integrate. This is
opposed to the flexibility inherent in the QAL scheme to integrate a
reasonable estimate of X2. The tradeoff between disturbance bounds
and initial condition magnitudes is shown in Figure 5.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have revealed the theoretical concepts which
demonstrate that the Quadratic Approximate Linearization is a
more practical linearization scheme than the Global State Lineariza-
tion. The presence of external disturbances and unmodeled dynam-
ics is manifested in relatively minimal nonlinear behavior in the
QAL scheme. In addition, the broad applicability of this technique
and potential for systematic optimization of the resultant solution
further motivate its use. Coupled with extensions of the SSV to
nonlinear systenm, a control design procedure is developed which
enables the analysis of stability and performance properties for these
linearization schemes.
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7 Nomenclature
B
CA
Cp
Pa
'D1
Da2

Da3
Da4
d
Ea
AH
ho
Qf
R
Tc

-AHCAf/CpTI7
reactant cone.
heat capacity

Vki3CAf

(TJ -T;,V/Tj,.
activation energy
heat of reaction
rate constant
feed stream flow rate
ideal gas constant
coolant temp

Teo
Tf
TJI
U
V
u
U'

Zc

z2
fi

7
Ai

nominal coolant temp
actual feed temp
nominal feed temp
heat transfer coeff.
reactor volume
(Te- T.o)ITteT
recycle fraction
cA
CAI'

cs

(CAf - CA)ICA4
(T-Tf-)ITtoF
UAhlQfCp
Ea/RT;0
purity of i
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